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A Word from the Publishers
A Pole Star of Panjabi Linguistics

Dr Mangat Rai Bhardwaj belongs to the great community of Panjabi scholars who have been 
spreading the light of the knowledge about language for centuries. With this book, he has created 
history by accomplishing a unique task of uniting the the great heritage of Panjabi literature and 
culture torn apart among the speakers of Panjabi in the East and the West Punjabs and overseas 
who know English. A literature is a mirror to its society and its culture. According to the great 
Russian scholar Igor Serebriakov, if you wish to understand the soul of the Panjabi society, you 
need to understand the literature created by its people by transcending the barriers of language 
and script. Most of the literature created by the Panjabi-speaking people is in Panjabi, but it is 
written in the Gurmukhi and the Shahmukhi scripts. It is indeed a great tragedy that with the 
partition of India in 1947 our great inherited Panjabi-speaking land was divided into two parts. 
Our Panjabi language and literature have been suffering the consequences ever since.

  Common wisdom is that the roots of a culture and its languages go back into their heritage. 
Religion and spirituality arose out of human desire to understand the Creator and His creation. 
A great deal in this area has rational thought as well as imagination and pure speculation. A 
civilisation develops slowly and a culture arises from it. A culture creates words consisting of 
sounds to express thought and feelings and for the purpose of social communication. In order 
to preserve the ephemeral auditory sounds, words and utterances for a longer time, their visual 
representations are created. Symbols for the sounds or words of a language are then systematised 
into a script or writing system. Usually, a language (Persian, Arabic, English, for example) is 
written in only one script. But some languages are traditionally written in more than one script. 
For example, Sindhi is written in the Devanagari script as well as an extended version of the 
Perso-Arabic script. Panjabi is written in the Gurmukhi script as well as the Perso-Arabic script. 
Recently, the name Shahmukhi has been coined for this script when it is used for writing Panjabi. 

  Most linguists believe that most North Indian languages are descended from the 
language of the Vedas known as Vedic Sanskrit. Likewise, all the scripts of the Indian origin 
are descendants of the old Brahmi script written from left to right. Gurmukhi belongs to this 
Brahmi family. The phonological system underlying Gurmukhi is the one discovered in minute 
detail and with great precision for Sanskrit thousands of years ago. As Dr Bhardwaj shows in 
this manual, letters of the Indian writing systems are arranged on the basis of their pronunciation 
– from the throat, movements of the tongue over different parts the palate and the teeth, and the 
flow of the outgoing airstream through the lips and the nose. The biggest problem a writer faces 
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while writing Panjabi in a borrowed script is that the script has no letters for some typical 
Panjabi sounds. Examples are the Panjabi sounds represented by the native Gurmukhi letters 
like ਙ, ਞ, ਝ, ਣ, ਢ, ਧ, ਠ and many others. The extremely common Panjabi word ਪਾਣੀ written 
in Shamukhi is sounds like ਪਾਨੀ, which ruins the Panjabi nature of the pronunciation.

  To our knowledge, Dr Bhardwaj is a rare (if not unique) combination of a renowned 
Panjabi-speaking theoretical linguist, experienced and dedicated language teacher, erudite 
scholar and creative writer (essayist) writing in Panjabi. He believes in doing things thoroughly, 
and not with half-hearted guess work (ਤੁੱਕੇਬਾਜ਼ੀ) as many half-baked Panjabi “scholars” and 
“linguists” are doing. The very fact that he has taken up this task of bridging the gap between 
the Panjabi writers in the West Punjab and East Punjab should be a welcome step. 

  We are immensely pleased to present his work to the Panjabi writers and readers who 
wish to learn Gurmukhi. We wish Dr Bhardwaj a long, healthy and fruitful life.

Mota Singh Sarai      Dr Nirmal Singh
Organiser – European Panjabi Sath    Worker – Panjabi Sath 
Walsall, UK       Lambra, Jalandhar, India
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Preface

You are most welcome to read this book even if you are reading it simply to add to your “gen-
eral knowledge” about Panjabi and and its scripts. But if you are seriously interested in learning 
the Gurmukhi script (not the mythical Gurmukhi language), I promise you a unique learning op-
portunity based on my own experience of learning Shahmukhi. Actually, I started learning Urdu 
(both language and script) before the word Shahmukhi was coined or came to my knowledge. 
The name Shahmukhi was coined on the analogy of Gurmukhi to refer to the Urdu script when 
it is used for writing Panjabi. But it is 100% Urdu script.

  I started my primary school education 1951, two years after the Punjab government dis-
continued teaching Urdu in its schools. But the use of Urdu in some government departments 
continued until the mid sixties. I was attracted to my father’s calligraphic Urdu handwriting with 
black ink and a reed pens (which he himself crafted). He agreed. He got an Urdu qaida (primer) 
for me. I wrote down in it the names of the Urdu letters in Gurmukhi. He also taught me how 
some letters change their shapes according to their position in the word, which letters can be 
joined to other preceding letters but cannot be joined by other following letters. He explained 
that marks like zabar, zer, pesh and tashdid are omitted in writing if it is clear from the context 
what the writer wants to say. 

  So far, so good. I learnt all this in a few weeks. But then I found that it was actually “so 
far, so bad.” My inquisitive and logical mind started asking question when I started reading Urdu 
texts. Some of the questions were “Why are there two or three or four letters for a single sound 
in some cases? Why does the spelling sometimes indicate a pronunciation not found in actual 
practice? What is the actual pronunciation of the letter ع ?” Being used to the English spelling 
system, I was not surprised by these facts. I simply wanted to know if there was any logicak or 
sensible reason for the existence of such anomalies and irregularities in the Urdu writing system. 
To my great surprise, these questions delighted him instead of annoying him. His own educa-
tion had gone no further than an Urdu-medium middle school. He had an extremely sharp and 
honestly logical mind. But all his ambitions to get more education had been thwarted by adverse 
circumstances and lack of opportunities – parents’ death, poverty and family responsibilities he 
had to shoulder at the age of 16. He started and finished his career as a village patwari. Instead 
of answering my questions, he looked at me with a strange expression in his eyes and said, “You 
are better educated than me. Find out the answers yourself. May God help you!” He regarded 
me as his own spatial and temporal extension. He could not honestly give any “half-baked crude 
guesswork” to himselfǃ
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  I have to mention with great regret that when I asked some Panjabi scholars of Urdu 
and Persian (some of them university professors) about some anomalies and irregularities in 
the Urdu spelling system (now applicable to Shamukhi as well), I mostly got “half-baked crude 
guesswork” answers which my father and I never liked. Some of these “scholars” used these 
anomalies to downgrade the Perso-Arabic writing system in order to praise Gurmukhi, in which, 
as the claim goes, “You write exactly as you speak and speak exactly as you write.” This claim 
about Gurmukhi is also a “half-baked crude guesswork” of a different type. 

  This book does not aim at teaching Shahmukhi. There are plenty of primers and websites 
for teaching Urdu. You can use them. I mention these anomalies in order to emphasise the fact 
that you do not find them in the Gurmukhi writing system. But I will never cheat myself and 
others by claiming chauvinistically that in Gurmukhi “You write exactly as you speak and 
speak exactly as you write.” When Pakistani users learn Urdu, they learn both the language 
and the script. But when they learn Gurmukhi, they learn the script only. They already know 
the language (unless they suffer from from the delusion of there being a Gurmukhi language!) 
Gurmukhi is not a language but a script used for writing Panjabi. 

  God answered my father’s prayer when I studied linguistics in University of Manchester 
(UK) from 1978 to 1982. Here I was trained in the science of linguistic analysis by some of the 
finest world-famous linguists. I also used the great University library full of books on Arabic and 
Persian linguistics. I discussed the Arabic and Persian writing systems with excellent scholars 
in this field and found out answers to the questions which my father could not answer. So he 
found the answers through his spatial and temporal extension – me. I realised that the Urdu 
script is a 3rd hand Arabic script. It was forced upon the Iranians by the conquering Arabs. The 
Iranians could not speak some Arabic sounds and replaced them with the sounds they were able 
to pronounce. They added 4 letters needed for their language and turned it into their 2nd hand 
Arabic+4 (or Perso-Arabic) script. This Arabic+4 script was brought to India by the conquering 
Turks and Afghans. Three more letters were added for the Indian languages. So the 3rd hand 
Urdu script is an Arabic+4+3 script. Shahmukhi based on the Urdu script is thus a 4th hand 
Arabic script. 

  As any honest scientific researcher should have done, I took an Arab and an Iranian 
linguist to the university refectory (canteen) to have tea with me and learnt from them the 
original Arabic sounds represented by the letters of the script and how the Iranians changed 
them. I represented the Urdu faction. The picture became crystal clear to me.

  In the University, there is an excellent phonetics lab with modern machines with which 
I analysed the Panjabi sounds and tones. I fell so madly in love with the linguistic analysis of 
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Panjabi that even as an M.A. student I was able to do nearly half of the work needed for a Ph.D. 
degree. My teachers were so much impressed with my dedication that they recommended that 
the University grant me a Ph.D. scholarship, which I got.

  My father’s genes were doing in me what they could not do in him! He detested 
“half-baked crude guesswork” and so do I. 

I do not want you to give up reading and writing Panjabi in Shahmukhi. It has been used 
for writing Panjabi since the 12th century, when Baba Farid Ganjshakar used it in his writings. 
It is an excellent script. For historical reasons, it has developed the anomalies and irregularities 
which upset some devotees of Gurmukhi. But all scripts are like this. Even Gurmukhi is not 
perfect (as is claimed by some of its chauvinistic devotees). 

  I was encouraged to undertake the writing of this book by a report that many Punjabi 
young men and women in Pakistan are interested in learning Gurmukhi. Some of them are 
university students. It is meant for their teachers as well. I assume that they are intellectually 
equipped and prepared to work hard to understand the materials I present here. But if they want 
an “easy” book, I am afraid they will be disappointed. Nothing worth learning is “easy” and 
available without some hard work and heartache. At some places, I give them some exercise 
to stretch their intellectual muscles. Such exercises are marked by the following symbol: 

  There is some slightly more technical stuff as well. It should not be too difficult for a 
dedicated learner. but it is clearly marked by the following symbol. Having been a teacher all 
my working life, I know that there are all sorts of learners. Some of them wish to “go into the 
depth” of what they learn and ask searching questions. This information is meant for those 
learners. I have no desire to “show off my learning”. Nor am I an arrogant person to burden the  
aspiring learners with the information which is beyond them. You can easily disregard such 
information without losing the thread of my argument. However, I must emphasise that every 
honest teacher must know such technical details. But it would be churlish to force them on 
anybody.  

Preface
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The next chapter deals with some features of Shahmukhi which you will not find in Gurmukhi 
because the two scripts belong to different families. 

I know fully well that my work suffers from my own human limitations. But if it is able to inspire 
even one person to carry on my work further from where I leave, I will regard my endeavour to 
have achieved its objective. 

  Please remember: I do not intend to teach you Panjabi language. I hate the spelling 
Punjabi (with a U, based on the mispronunciation of an Englisman from the north of England!) 
I was one of the the teachers who advocted the use of the spelling Panjabi in the (UK). 
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Chapter 1
Some Relevant Features of Shahmukhi

I hope that two of my assumptions about you are correct: (i) you read and write Panjabi (lan-
guage) in the Shahmukhi script and wish to continue using Shahmukhi, and (ii) you are genuine-
ly interested in learning Gurmukhi in order to be able to read and enjoy the writings of the people 
who write Panjabi in the Gurmukhi script. 

  The purpose of this chapter and the next is to demonstrate that the underlying systems of 
Shahmukhi and Gurmukhi are very different. Therefore, the “letter for letter correspondence” 
approach adopted by some teachers is misleading. But if you like their approach, you are wel-
come to adopt it. 

  According to the tradition, the use of the Perso-Arabic (later known as the Urdu/Shah-
mukhi) script to write Panjabi started in the 13th century with Sheikh Farid Ganjshakar. But a 
full-fledged text in Gurmukhi (the Sikh holy scripture Guru Granth Sahib) was written down in 
the 16th century, though the script started developing some centuries earlier. If you occasionally 
wish to write Panjabi in Gurmukhi (as I do write Panjabi in Shahmukhi), you can learn this as 
well. I hope that this book will help you. I repeat what I said in the Preface. A language is differ-
ent from a script used for writing it. But, unfortunately, the two are very often conflated, even by 
those who prepare books and websites for teaching “Punjabi”. 

  The name Shahmukhi was coined, if I have the correct information, because this script 
was used by some great Panjabi poets whose name had the word Shah – Shah Hussain, Waris 
Shah, Bulleh Shah, Hashim Shah and some others. It is 100% pure Urdu script transferred to 
Panjabi. Since Urdu is Pakistan’s national language you must follow the rules and conventions 
of the Urdu script when you use it for writing Panjabi.

A beautiful script

Shahmukhi is a 4th hand Arabic script. The Arabic script was adopted by the Iranians, who 
added to it four letters for the sounds which Arabic did not possess, and thus turned it into an 
Arabic+4 script. They changed the pronunciation of some Arabic sounds which they could not 
pronounce and replaced them with the nearest-sounding Persian sounds. When the Arabic+4 
script was adopted for the Indian languages, three more letters for the Indian sounds were added, 
making the Urdu script the Arabic+4+3 script. However, the spellings of the words borrowed 
from Arabic and Persian were retained in Urdu with Indianised pronunciation. This fact has to 
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be emphasised because, as in all such cases of borrowing a script from some other language, the 
“gap between spelling and pronunciation” is inevitable. In the words borrowed from the donor 
languages, the original spellings are retained or changed minimally. But their original pronunci-
ation gets modified according to the phonological system of the borrowing language. At end of 
this chapter, examples will be given from the English spelling system to show that this process 
can sometimes result in utter chaos.  

  The Urdu script is an extremely beautiful cursive and cascading script (known as Nas-
taliq نستعلیق ਨਸਤਾਲੀਕ਼) which I fell in love with, as I have said in the Preface. But, unfortunately, 
it cannot be used in this book for two reasons: (i) the available Nastaliq fonts do not have two 
special symbols which I need, and (ii) the computer program I use for typesetting this book does 
not accept the available Nastaliq fonts. So I have been forced to use the Arabic Naskh font. But 
any reader of Shahmukhi can read it.

  The chauvinistic and fanatical devotees of Gurmukhi find some “faults” with the Urdu 
script (applying equally well to Shahmukhi). But these ignorant people do not really understand 
the relation between the script (especially a borrowed one) and the reading and writing of a lan-
guage.  

  The most chauvinistic (and hence the most ignorant) devotees of Gurmukhi find the fol-
lowing “defects” in the Urdu (and hence the Shahmukhi) writing system:

(1) Some sounds are represented by more than one character.

(2) Some words are pronounced differently from what the spelling suggests. (Examples are given 
below). The spellings of some words are completely conventionalised, so that you simply have 
to take them as they are without bothering about their spelling.

(3)  The speakers of Panjabi find some foreign sounds hard to pronounce and replace them with 
the nearest-sounding native sounds (as the speakers of Persian did with the Arabic sounds).

(4) Other than the major letters, some symbols (such as zer, zabar, pesh, tashdid) are very often 
not used and the reader has to depend on the context in order to pronounce and understand the 
words. The unkind word “guesswork” is sometimes used for this.

  Then they proudly (and even arrogantly) declare that Gurmukhi does not have these 
“defects” and that in Panjabi written in Gurmukhi “You write exactly as you speak and speak 
exactly as you write.” This is certainly not the case, as the next chapter will show. The “half-
baked crude guesswork” sometimes results in totally insane claims like “Gurmukhi is a phonetic 
language.”  This claim (very often made even by some highly educated Panjabi “scholars” as 
well) is insane because, firstly, Gurmukhi is a script, not a language, and secondly, no “pho-
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netic” script (representing pronunciation exactly and consistently) can ever be created.  Each 
living language changes with time, and the “phonetic fit” between spelling and pronunciation 
goes on loosening, resulting in huge gaps after some time. The example of English given below 
illustrates this. 

  Now let us deal with some of the alleged “defects” of Shahmukhi. The sound shown pho-
netically within the square brackets [ ] is used in Panjabi. The phonetic symbols are dealt with in 
the next chapter.

(1) Sounds represented by more that one character

sound as [s]  ث   ص   س

[sadā]   سدا    صدا

(salām]   سلام

[vāris]  وارثِ 

[sāban]  صابن

[KHabīs]  خبیث

As has been pointed out earlier, Arabic has three different sounds for the letters ث   ص   س  . We 
need not go into their phonetic details. But if you are interested, read the description in Chapter 
 is pronounced by retracting the ص ;is pronounced in the normal Persian and Urdu manner س .4
root of the tongue into the part of the throat known as pharynx (see chapter 4) and is known as 
a pharyngeal sound; and for the pronunciation of ث, the tongue does not touch the teeth and the 
outgoing breath escapes with friction (called a fricative sound, as in the English sound in think). 
The common Iranian people could not pronounce the three sounds distinctly like the speakers of 
Arabic. So they pronounced all the three as [s]. This Persian pronunciation was adopted in Urdu. 
Whenever there is a case of “more than one letter for a single sound”, these are mostly the cases 
of the Arabic fricative sounds or the pharyngeal sounds. Some examples are given below.
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sound as [h]  ح  ہ

[haftā]  ہفتہ

[havā]  ہوا

[nahar]  نہر

[raham]  رحم

[lihāz]  لحِاظ

[mahal]  محل

sound as [z]  ظ  ذ  ض  ز 

[zabān]  زبان

[zahar]   زہر

[ijāzat]  اجِازت

[nazar]   نظر

[zāhir]  ظاہِر

[zamīr] ضمیر

[razā]   رضا

[lazīz]  لذیذ

[zalīl]  ذلیل
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sound as [t]    ط   ت

[tel]  تیل 

[taklīf]  تکلیف

[totā]  طوطا

[tarīqā]  طریقہ

(2) Word pronounced differently from what the spelling suggests

Any psycholinguist worth his or her salt can tell you that nobody (except beginner-learners) 
reads by adding letters. We all read by scanning full words within a certain context. There are 
hundreds of such words. Some examples are:

 and not *[bālkal] [bilkul]  بالکل

[īsā]  عیسیٰ 

[mūsā]  موسیٰ

ً [taqrīban]  تقریبا

ً [amūman] عموُما
[maslan]  مثلاً

The star sign (*) is used to mark the spelling or pronunciation which is not in actual use or is 
considered “wrong”.

The he Mukhtafi  ہ at the end of a word is pronounced not as [h] but as [ā] in most (but not all) 
cases. Examples are:

not *[patah] [patā]  پتہ

 [haftā] ہفتہ

[gilā] گِلہ 

1: Some Relevant Features of Shahmukhi 
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[nā]  نہ

[ki]  کہ

The letter  ع , which stood for a pharyngeal vowel sound is Arabic (see Chapter 4), has no fixed 
sound in Urdu and Panjabi.

 [ām ādmī]  عام  آدمی 

[ilāj]   عِلاج

Mukhtafi  ہ and  ع can be said to be “silent letters” in some contexts and or are pronounced dif-
ferently in different contexts.

(3) Replacing the foreign sounds with the nearest-sounding native sounds

We have seen in Section 1 above how the different Arabic sounds were replaced by the Persian 
speakers with their native sounds and again by the Indian speakers.

  Speakers of Panjabi (other than very careful speakers who have studied Urdu and Per-
sian) find the following Arabic and Persian sounds difficult to pronounce. Most of them replace 
them with the nearest-sounding native Panjabi sounds

[k]  ک   is pronounced as  ق

[kh]   کھ  is pronounced as خ

[g]  گ  is pronounced as غ

[j]  ج  is pronounced as  ز

[ph]  پھ  is pronounced as  ف

Almost 99% speakers of Panjabi in India, Pakistan and other countries pronounce ُچاقو  as چاکُو 
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*[cākū],  صندوُق as سندوُک *[sandūk],  خربوُزہ as کھربوُجا *[kharbūjā],  باغ  as باگ *[bāg],  فرش as 
.and so on ,[pharSH]* پھرش

  Towards the close of the nineteenth century, letters for these sounds were added to the 
Gurmukhi alphabet. (See page 23). But these letters came into general acceptance only after 
about 50 years. Most Panjabi writers in East Punjab who do not know Urdu (and thus cannot 
pronounce words with these sounds correctly) are not sure where to use these letters. Some of 
them adopt the wise option: completely avoiding these letters. Some writers get confused with 
words like  جزیرہ which sound should be written as ਜ਼ [z] and which should be written as ਜ [j]. 
The result of such a confusion can sometimes be comical, as with 

illustrious, honourable  [jalīl]  جلیل

 depraved, dishonourable  [zalīl]   ذلیل

The disastrous consequences of using ذلیل [zalīl] in place of جلیل [jalīl] are not difficult to imagine.

(4) Omission of symbols like zer, zabar, pesh, tashdid in writing and depending upon the con-
text in order to pronounce and understand the words.

  This is the standard writing convention which started in Arabic writing. These symbols 
are used in writing only the verses from the Holy Quran (and sometimes children’s books). This 
convention is carried on in Persian, Urdu and Panjabi written in Shamukhi.

But you are not allowed to omit the equivalents of these symbols in Gurmukhi.

  Guru Nanak Dev was a fine scholar of Persian and Arabic. But he chose Gurmukhi for 
his writings. Respecting the Arabic and Persian spelling baggage in the borrowed words and the 
the omission of the above-mentioned symbols appear to be the main reason why he wrote in 
Gurmukhi. Zer and pesh denote short vowels which are extremely important in Panjabi. Zabar is 
also very important in some cases. Tashdid marks the stretching (or “doubling”) of a consonant 
sound. The Gurmukhi equivalents of these symbols must be used where necessary. Depending 
on the context is not regarded as sensible. 

  For example کتا will not do, even if the context makes it clear what is meant. It must be 
made clear whether the writer wants to write کِّتا  [kittā]  (profession) or  کُّتا  [kuttā] (dog) even if 
the context makes it very clear which word is written. The words موَت [maut] (death) and موُت   
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[mūt] (urine) will have different spellings in Gurmukhi. جت   [jat]  (celibacy)  and جّت [jatt]  (thick 
fur) should have different spellings, as should ست  [sat] (essence, purity)  سّت   [satt] (seven). 
 means lonely. The  [kallā]  کّلا means art, and کلا .is gall bladder [pittā] پِتاّ is father and [pitā]   پِتا
context may make the uses of the tashdid unnecessary in Urdu and Shahmukhi, but the omission 
of its equivalent (known as addhak) is not allowed in Gurmukhi.

 The English writing system is the “completest” chaos. 

English is a language of the Germanic sub-family of the Indo-European languages. But, like all 
the West European languages, it borrowed it script from Latin centuries ago. More that 60% of 
its word stock also comes from other languages such as French, Latin, Greek and some other 
languages. In the borrowed words, either the original spellings are retained or are changed min-
imally. But their pronunciation is Anglicised. Historical changes in the pronunciation of words 
have also been taking place for centuries. The result is that the English writing system has be-
come the most notorious chaotic one in the world. But still it works. And that is what counts. A 
few examples are:

(1) One sound is represented by different letters or combinations of letters. For example, ش is 
represented by ship, chef, nation. ف  is represented fish, enough, philosophy. 

(2) A letter or a group of letters can represent different sounds. Ch is ک in chemist, چ in chip,   
 In .تھ but not like the Urdu or Panjabi , ث in chef, th in think sounds like the original Arabic ش
the word this, it sounds like the original Arabic sound of ذ , but not like the Urdu and Panjabi د. 

(3) There are homophonous words (different words with different spellings but the same pronun-
ciation. An example pair is weak and week.

(4) There are silent letters, k in know and knife, p in psychology.

The “gaps” between spelling and pronunciation in the Urdu/Shahmukhi mentioned above are 
nothing when compared with the English writing system. 

Always remember that an experienced reader reads by scanning whole words within the given 
context. The “gaps” between spelling and pronunciation should not matters if the system works 
well.  
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Chapter 2
The Constitution of Gurmukhi

Since this book is aimed at mature and educated peopple (capable of understanding English 
and thinking for themselves) who wish to learn Gurmukhi as an additional script, I do not wish to 
insult their intelligence by writing a childish style qaida for them, providing them with an “easy 
to undestand and grasp” half-baked crude guesswork ਅੱਧਪੱਕੀ ਕਚਘਰੜ ਤੱੁਕੇਬਾਜ਼ੀ ادّھ پّکی کچگھرڈ تُّکیبازی you 
can find in numerous qaidas and websites aimed at teaching “Punjabi” to speakers of “Urdu”. 
An example is 

ਬ = ب , ਬੱਕਰੀ  بکری      ਸ =  س , ਸੋਟੀ   سوٹی

To be fair, this “letter for letter” approach is fully justified for teaching very young and even 
slightly older children, who have to be initiated by examples and later allowed to learn from 
experience. But nowhere will you find any Gurmukhi equivalents of all the Arabic letters used 
in these words:

ً [bilkul] بالکل ,[amūman] عموُماً ,[taqrīban]  تقریبا

The previous chapter was included not to show off my learning but to tell you in no unceratin 
terms that Shahmukhi (100% Urdu script) has to follow the Arabic writing conventions. Rightly 
or wrongly, the Urdu establisment requires you to do this. And you have to obey!). Even the 
arrangement of the letters of the alphabet is visual. Fo rexample, چ ج ح خ are grouped together, 
though phonetically ج and ح have nothing in common. Even the original Arabic pronunciation of 
 this “letter for letter” approach is fully justified for teaching  .ھ / ہ has been changed to that of ح
very young and even slightly older children. But when you move to another country, you have 
to obey its constitution. 

  The most serious weakness of the Arabic script has been how it represents of the vowel 
sounds. The grammatical structure of Ababic is such that it is easy to predict the short vowel 
sounds and the doubling of the consonants from the context of use. Hence zabar, zer, pesh and 
tashdid are most often omitted in writing (but not in the text from the Holy Quran). Turkish was 
traditionally written in the Arabic script. But Kamal Atatürk adopted the Roman script in 1928. 
The move was mainly political, but the linguistic reasons given by the Turkish scholars were 
also quite valid. Readers with a theoretical bent of mind can get the information about Arabic 
and Turkish from various sources including Google. 
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  But moving from Shahmukhi to Gurmukhi is like moving into another country with a 
different type of constitution. Gurmukhi, like all the native Indian scripts, was developed for 
different types of languages. The salient features of the Gurmukhi constitution are:

(1) The arrangement of the letters of the alphabet is phonetic, not visual. (See Chapter 4 if you 
are interested in details).

(2) You do not show any respect for the Urdu spelling. You write most of the words as they are 
spoken. (But also read the Chpater 3 for some interesting exceptions).

(3) Any letter can be joined to any other letter.

(4) Only three letters have positional variants in modern Gurmukhi.

(5) No vowel symbol or the equivalent of the tashdid (known as the addhak) can be omitted.

(6) As was pointed out in Chapter 1, speakers of Persian could not pronounce some Arabic 
sounds. They started speaking them like the native Persian sounds. The “purist” scholars must 
have objected to this (as “purists” always do!). But ultimately, only the Arabic spellings, but not 
the Arabic sounds, were retained. The convention was adopted in Urdu. Most speakers of Panja-
bi find it difficult to pronounce the sounds represented by  ق  خ  غ  ز  ف . Though letters for these 
sounds were added to the modern Gurmukhi alphabet towards the close of the nineteenth century 
(on the insistence of the “purists”), not all Panjabi writers started using them until the 30s of the 
last century. Most modern Panjabi writers use them clumsily in Gurmukhi. You may or may not 
use them. It is entirely up to you.

(7) Because of some phoonetic changes in some dialects of Panjabi over the past four or five 
centuries, one letter has become a “silent letter” in these (but not all) dialects. This subject is 
dealt with in the next chapter.

Important note: I give the linguistic details in this and the following chapters not to show off my 
learning or that I am arrogant or مغروُر . The reason is that have great respect for the intelli-
gence of the adult educated users of the book. But anything worth learning involves hard work 
(as I learnt from my own experince). However, if you want “easy to use” sources designed for 
children, you can leave this book at any time.

I do not wish to overwhelm you with the the technicalities of linguistics. But, if you wish, you 
are advised to check the correctness of the inevitably simplified information given in this book.
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Names of the Gurmukhi letters

The traditional names of the letters of the Gurmukhi alphabet are shown in the following picture

2: Gurmukhi and its Constitution 

Fig. 2.1: Names of the Gurmukhi Letters
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The Shahmukhi equivalents of the Gurmukhi letters

In this picture, we have to add ھ (for example, ٹھ  کھ  ڈھ ) to represeent the sounds involving 
strong breath. In Chapter 4, we are going to use the term “aspirated” for such a sound. In our 
phonetic transcription, we are going to use raised h as in ḍh, kh, ṭh . But it is important to re-
member that they are single sounds. Fo rxample, کھ or kh is a single sound, and not a sequence 
of ک and ھ , or of k and h. We have been forced to resort to the use of the raised h, exactly like 
the designers of the Urdu script were forced to use ھ .The Gurmukhi script has a single letter for 
each “aspirated” sound. You can read about this in Chapter 4 if you wish to.

Fig. 2.2: Gurmukhi and Shahmukhi Equivalents of the Consonant Letters
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  All these sounds are consonant sounds. But there is one more consonant sounds ਲ਼ for 
which a symbol has recently been added to the Gurmukhi alphabet. But only a few writers use 
it. But there is an extremely important Panjabi consonant ਣ for which the traditional Urdu (Shah-
mukhi) script has no symbol. Efforts have been made by some Panjabi writers in Pakistan to 
create a letter for this sound. But nobody ever tried to get it included in the international Unicode 
set. Symbols for ਣ and ਲ਼  are shown in the following picture.  

  

When you write تن, the context of use certainly makes it clear whether you mean تن (“body”) or 
 But in Gurmukhi, you will have to use the spelling ਤਨ and ਤਣ .(”stretch” or “become rigid“) تنؕ
respectively. You can write اسیں بولے ہاں to mean either “We have spoken” or “We are deaf”. But 
in Gurmukhi you have to write “deaf” بولؕے as ਬੋਲ਼਼ੇ  and “spoken” as بولے ਬੋਲ਼ੇ  ਕਮਲ is “lotus” in کمل .
Panjabi, and ؕکمل ਕਮਲ਼ is “stupidity”. In Panjabi, a گولی ਗੋਲੀ is a maid servant and a گولؕی ਗੋਲ਼ੀ is a 
medicine tablet or a gun bullet. کانا ਕਾਨਾ is a type of reed کانؕا ਕਾਣਾ is a one-eyed man. The context of 
use indeed helps in making correct interpretation. But according to the constituton of Gurmukhi, 
you must use the correct spelling required by pronunciation.

3: Gurmukhi and its Constitution 

Fig. 2.3: Two more Panjabi consonants

Look at Figure 2.2 on page 24. There are 25 Consonant Stop sounds in the Consonant 
Square. Do you find any phonetic feature (related to pronunciation) shared by five con-
sonants in each horizontal row (ਤ, ਥ, ਦ, ਧ, ਨ, for example), and also by the consonants 
in each vertical column (ਖ, ਛ, ਠ, ਥ, ਫ, for example)? It doesn’t matter if you don’t or are 
not interested. But if you are interested, read Chpater 4).
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In the diagram on page 24, there are some shaded boxes. They are dealt with in the next chapter.  
You can ignore them for the time being.

In Gurmukhi, there are no “non-joining letters”. Look at the Shahmukhi and Gurmukhi spellings.

ਦਰਵਾਜ਼ਾ  دروازہ
The ہ letter at the end of the word is pronounced as ā in Panjabi. So it is written with the Gur-
mukhi symbol ਾ for this sound. Gurmukhi does not show any respect for the Arabic/Persian 
spellings. Many speakers of Panjabi pronounce the word as درواجا and write it as ਦਰਵਾਜਾ. Only a 
few “purists” (true to their nature!) object to this and insist on the “true” pronunciation of ز.

Now we move on the really thorny issue of the vowel sounds.

Represenation of the Panjabi vowel sounds in Shahmukhi and Gur-
mukhi

We have already said that the Arabic script was developed for Arabic. Later on, it was imposed 
upon Persian. Then the Persian version was adopted for Turkish. Turkish was written in the 
Perso-Arabic script for centuries. In 1928, Kamal Atatürk replaced the Perso-Arabic script with 
an augmented version of the Roman script for writing Turkish. The reasons for this move were 
mainly political. But the linguistic reasons advanced by the Turkish scholars were also valid. 
We need not go into them. You can find inormation about the phonological struture of Arabic 
and Turkish on the Internet. The Perso-Arabic script has three letters for the long vowels and 
three symbols – zer, zabar and pesh –  totalling six. But Panajabi has ten vowels, all of which 
can be nasalised (pronounced through the mouth and the nose at the same time). Needless to 
say, the Urdu (Shahmukhi) represents the Panjabi oral and nasalised vowel extremely clumsily. 
The omission of zer, zabar and pesh in writing leads to guesswork, which may not be a serious 
issue in Panjabi, but it was in Turkish. If you write پیڑ in Shahmukhi, it could be پیِڑ pīṛ “pain” 
or پیڑ  peṛ “tree” or َپیڑ paiṛ “footprint”. The Panjabi vowel ī is written in different ways in īrkhā 
 But in Gurmukhi, the same form ਈ is used both word-  initially . گئ  jealousy”) and gaī“ ارِیرکھا
and word-finally, as in ਈਰਖਾ and ਗਈ respectively. Nasalised vowels are a worse problem. The 
word ڈانگ  ḍã̄g “large bamboo stick” written with a full ن  preceded by ا . But the same nasalised 
vowel at the end in the plural form  ڈانگاں ḍã̄gã̄ uses the dotless ں . In the Gurmukhi spelling 
ਡਾਂਗਾਂ, the vowel is written as ਾਂ at both the places. The symbols unfamiliar to you at this stage (such 
as ã̄ ) are fully explained later.

  We are not downgrading the Arabic script here. It was never developed for Panjabi. It 
is working exceptionally well for the language (Arabic) it was developed for. Our purpose is to 
point out that the constitution of Gurmukhi is different and you must respect it.
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About the Vowel sounds of Panjabi

For the time being (until you read Chapter 4, if at all), a vowel sound, as far as Panjabi is con-
cerned, is the one that is produced by the voiced airstream (see Chapter 4) passing unimpeded 
through the mouth (and sometimes both through the mouth and nose at the same time). These 
sounds are differentiated by the different parts of the tongue raised to different heights and the 
lips rounded for some of them. Panjabi has ten distinct vowel sounds, shown in the following 
picture.

4: Gurmukhi and its Constitution 

Henceforward, terms like vowel and consonant sounds will have to be used. You are 
advised to take my word about them. But if you have a scientific curiosity to learn more about 
them, read Chapter 4.

Fig. 2.4: Panjabi Vowels Sounds

(A) (B)

(C)
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  Picture 2:4 shows which part of the tongue is raised to what height for the produc-
tion of each vowel sound of Panjabi. Accordingly, these vowels are classified into High 
Front, High Back and Low vowels. We have 3 High Front Vowels, 3 High Back Vowels 
and 4 Low Vowels. Part A of the picture gives the Vowel Symbols for each vowel sound 
when it is added to a consonant sound and letter. Part B shows how the vowel sound is 
written when it stands alone in the word. Part C gives the phonetic symbols we use to 
represent these vowels sounds in our transcription. The symbol Ɵ Means “invisible sym-
bol” (but not “absence of any symbol”). The significance of the double-headed arrow is 
explianed in Chapter 4.

Here are examples

(1) Standalone vowels

  ਊਠ       ਗਊ         ਈਰਖਾ        ਗਈ
              گئی      ایِرکھا      گئو     اٹُھ         
        ūṭh     gaū    īrkhā     gaī

(2) Vowels added to consonants

  ਬੂਟਾ         ਬਾਬੂ       ਨੀਲਾ      ਕਲੀ
    کلی     نیِلا      بابوُ        بوُٹا       
       būṭā   bābū   nīlā  kalī   
  You may be interested in the names of the vowel symbols. They are given in Picture 
2:5, which also shows where each vowel symbol is placed in relation to the consonant let-
ter. Picture 2:6 sums up the Shahmukhi positional variants of the Gurmukhi vowels.  

  Some vowel symbols are shown within the inverted shaded triangle in Fig.2:4. Re-
member for the time being that they represent short vowels.There are two short-long pairs 
(ਅ ਆ, ਇ ਈ and ਉ ਊ among the Panjabi vowels (these totalling 6). The remaining 6 vowels (ਏ 
ਓ ਆ ਐ ਆ) are all long.
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4: Gurmukhi and its Constitution 

Fig. 2.5: Names and Positions of the Gurmukhi Symbols
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  It is important to remember that ai (ਐ) and au (ਔ) are single sounds in most Panjabi 
dialects. But is some Panjabi-speaking areas and Urdu-speaking areas, ai (ਐ) is pronounced 
as a quick glide from a to i, and and au (ਔ) as a quick glide from a to u. You must have  

Fig. 2.5: Positional Variations in the writing of the Shahmukhi and Gurmukhi Vowels
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noted  that all the standalone High Front Vowels have z , all the standalone High Back Vowels 
have [, and all the Low Vowels have ]. In the Gurmukhi alphabet, [, ] and z are known as 
Vowel Bearer or Vowel Carrier Letters. They have no particular pronunciation asscociated with 
them.

“Doubling” of the Consonant Sounds in Panjabi

In Panjabi, some consonant sounds are sometimes “doubled” or stretched in speech. In principle, 
they should be shown with the tashdid sign ( ّ  ) in Shahmukhi. But this is rarely done. But in 
modern Gurmukhi, this is done regularly with the sign known as addhak (  < ) . Some examples 
are given below:

   Without addhak With addhak
  ਘੱਟਾ   گھّٹا             ਘਟਾ گھٹا   
ਕੱਲਾ    کّلا             ਕਲਾ کلا   
ਕੱੁਲੀ   کُّلی                 ਕੁਲੀ کُلی   
ਪਿੱਤਾ     پِتّا                   ਪਿਤਾ     پِتا   
ਉੱਤਰ     اُّتر                      ਉਤਰ    اتُر   
Sometimes, the use of the addhak is controversial, but it is recommended.

Nasalised Vowels

In Panjabi, sometimes some vowel sounds are nasalised (pronounced through the mouth and the 
nose at the same time). In our phonetic transcription, we write them with a squiggle above the 
phonetic symbol, as in the following words:

gẽd ਗ਼ੇ گیند    gã̄ ਗਾਂ گاں   ਂਦ        گوُند gũ̄d ਗੰੂਦ     گینَڈا gãiḍā ਗਂੈਡਾ      

In Gurmukhi, a nasalised vowel is marked by adding either of the two symbols called tippi ّٹِپی 
ਟਟੱਪੀ ( ੰ )  and bindi بِندی  ਬਬੰਦੀ ( ਂ ). We need not go into the details of which is used where. The choice 
seems largely typographical. You use the tippi except where it can touch the vowel symbol or 
go into the letter ([). In such cases you use the bindi. Study the following examples carefully. 
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4: Gurmukhi and its Constitution 
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ਅੰਬਰ   ਕੰਬਲ਼   ਆਂਂਡਾ    ਕਾਂ     ਇੰਜਨ    ਪਿੰਘ    ਨੀਂਦ    ਬੀਂਡਾ    ਿੰੁਨ    ਉਨਂ    ਭੰੂਡ     ਊਘਂ

ਗ਼ੇ ਂਦ     ਗਂੈਡਾ     ਗਂੋਦ    ਔਤਂਰਾ    ਿੌ ਂ   

You need practice now

As a language teacher, I have taught dozens of adult learners. They all have had different styles 
of learning. But I recommend only one method of learning – intelligent practice. This book aims 
at giving you only intelligent information suitable for an educated adult. But there is no sub-
stitute for the practice part. You have to do it yourself. Here I recommend Jagat Singh Nagra’s 
book in three parts, all called ਸੌਖੀ ਪੰਜਾਬੀ سوَکھی پنجابی (“Easy Panjabi”). It is an international best 
seller, available on Amazon. It has lots of practice materials. The book is in full colour. But only 
greyscale pictures of its title pages and two sample pages are given here. You are encouraged to 
print my book but not everyone has a colour printer.

These pictures are printed with the author’s permission. 
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4: Gurmukhi and its Constitution

Nagra’s transcription meant for older children is different from ours. If you cannot get this 
book, you can uses any other qaida or primer. Becuase of the limits of this book, we cannot 
give the basic practice materials in sufficient quantity here.

What we have covered so far

In Chapters 1 and 2, we have shown that

(1)  Shahmukhi is a 4th hand Arabic script. So it has to follow the conventions developed 
for Arabic, such as joining the letters in the original Arabic style, using the Arabic spellings 
for the words borrowed from Arabic, omitting symbols like zer, zabar, pesh and tashdid.  In 
Gurmukhi, you must use the Gurmukhi conventions. You must not omit any vowels symbols 
and the addhak where they are needed. Follow your pronunciation, but also carefully read 
the section following this one. You cannot approach the subject in the letter for letter manner 
adopted by many qaidas and websites (ب = ਬ: بکری  ਬੱਕਰੀ, س = ਸ : سوٹی ਸੋਟੀ) etc.
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(2) The Shahmukhi system has been working well centuries (and there is no doubt about it), so 
continue using it for writing Panjabi. Gurmukhi is another script for writing Panjabi. Gurmukhi 
is not a language but a script.  

(3) Most speakers of Panjabi find it hard to pronounce the sounds associated with ف ز غ خ ق . 
Though letters for these sounds ਕ਼ ਖ਼ ਗ਼ ਜ਼ ਫ਼ have been added to the Gurmukhi script (see page 24), 
users of Gurmukhi use them wrongly, inconsistently or do not use them at all. They are doing to 
these sounds what the Iranains did to the Arabic sounds they could not pronounce. (See Chapter 
1). The dictionaries prepared by Punjabi University, Patiala, regard them as variants of ਖ ਗ ਜ ਫ 
respectivly and have discarded ਕ਼ completely. You can do what you like.

(4) The Shahmukhi conventions for writing the vowel sounds (following Arabic) are idosyn-
cratic. They are not always suitable for writing other languages including Turkish and Panjabi. 
Gurmukhi conventions are really suitable for writing Panjabi in Gurmukhi. 

(5)  For an educated adult learner (demanding not only “how” answers but also “why” answers), 
a lot of intelligent practice is necessary. You can use a qaida or books for younger and older 
children such as Nagra’s books mentioned above. 

What we are going to discuss now

(1) The “follow your pronunciation” advice given above works in about 95% cases. But it should 
be taken with a pinch of salt. It does not fully appply to any writing system. In qaidas and many 
books devoted the teaching of “Punjabi”, you will find a lot of half-baked crude guesswork ਅੱਧਪੱਕੀ 
ਕਚਘਰੜ ਤੱੁਕੇਬਾਜ਼ੀ ادّھ  پکّی کچگھرتُّکیبازی about “Punjabi” such as “In Punjabi, you write exactly as you 
speak and speak exactly as you write.” Such claims (often made with a religious fervour and 
devotion) are pure nonsense. The next chapter is going to deal with some of the the problem of 
writing modern Panjabi in Gurmukhi. Languages change and the fit between spelling pronunci-
ation and spelling goes on looseing. The problem is really serious and a full chapter has to be 
devoted to it.

(2) For the more advanced learners with a theoretical bent of mind, Chapter 4 giving some tech-
nical information is attached.

(3) Finally, some short stories written for the more advanced learners (and already published in 
another book) are included. You can do advanced reading practice after you have read books like 
Nagra’s or a quida giving plenty of parctice materials.
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 Chapter 3

The Road Ahead is Slightly Less Smooth

You must have noted that we have been slightly unfair to the Arabic-derived Shahmukhi 
script for not representing some Panjabi sounds well. Well, the Arabic script was never origi-
nally designed for any language other than Arabic. If a garment that was never designed for me 
does not fit me well even after some alterations, it is not the fault of the original designer or of the 
garment.  What really matters is that the script has been serving its purpose well for centuries. 
Even if the garment was designed specifically for me, it may not fit me properly after some time 
because of the changes in the shape of my body. This is inevitable with any script including Gur-
mukhi. People who have spoken to the learners of Gurmukhi in Pakistan report some problems 
these learners are facing. In this chapter we are going to deal with some of these problems. But 
before you go ahead, look at the following sign we have already introduced. 

Beware of the “Gianis”

In the schools in East Punjab, the word Giani (ਪਗਆਨੀ گیانی ) is used for a teacher of Panjabi. The 
word comes from gian (ਪਗਆਨ گیان) “knowledge”). So a giani means a “knowledgeable” or “en-
lightened” person. Most of them also hold a Giani (“Honours in Panjabi”) diploma. Sadly, these 
“knowlegeable” persons are really responsible for spreading a-gian (ਅ-ਪਗਅਾਨ اگیان) or “mislead-
ing information”) about Panjabi and Gurmukhi.

Two of the gravest sins of these a-gianis are

(1) Making Gurmukhi is sectarian script. They spread the misinformation that “Gurmukhi 
speech (ਗੁਰਮੁਖੀ ਬੋਲੀ بولی  was created by by Guru Angad Dev”, the second Guru of the (گُرمُکھی 
Sikh faith. However, historical research (mentioned at the end of this chapter) has shown that 
the script originated centuries before the Sikh faith. Guru Nanak Dev, the first Guru of the Sikh 
faith mentions the names of all the original 35 letters of this alphabet in the composition ਪਟੀ ਬਲਖੀ 
believed to have been written some years before he met his follower Lehana, who later became 

Please go ahead only if you are really interested in the root cause of the problem and 
want to solve it with intelligent practice. If you feel that simple practice is enough, fine. 
But you cannot ignore the problem.
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Guru Angad. The name Gurmukhi, they argue, means “from the Guru’s mouth”. They propagate 
this theory with such a religious fervour and fanaticism that many non-Sikhs are put off this 
script. But it is possible that Guru Nanak gave this script its modern form and then Guru Angad 
made it popular among the Sikh and Hindu users of Panjabi.

(2) The second myth follows from the first – “In Gurmukhi language [sic] you write exactly 
as you speak and speak exactly as you write.” This is the more dangerous myth in our present 
context. This is possible in no script. True, the situation in Gurmukhi is not utterly chaotic as 
in English or as bad as in Shahmukhi. But this claim is still utterly misleading. The rest of this 
chapter is devoted to an attempt to expose this myth. But a myth is impossible to destroy when 
it becomes a part of a religious dogma. Those who hold the dogma present the myth with a 
redoubled vigour. Such fanatically aggressive Sikh a-gianis are mainly responsible for turning 
non-Sikhs away from Panjabi and Gurmukhi. But an honest effort has to be made in the interests 
of scientific analysis. If you wish to stick to these myths, especially the second one, please stop 
here and proceed no further.

Panjabi as a “tone language”
Listen carefully to the Panjabi pronunciation of the word ਭਾਈ بھائیin the Lahore area and then 
in Jhang, Mianwali and Multan areas. While in the west of Lahore, the pronunciation is almost 
Urdu-like [bhāī], in Lahore, Amritsar, Jalandhar and East Panjab, it is [pà̄ī]. [bh] is pronounced as 
[p] and [à̄] is pronounced with a falling pitch of voice and with some constriction in the throat. 
This is called Low Tone of voice. Try speaking the word both ways and you will notice the dif-
ference. The word ਸਾਧੂ سادُھو is spoken in an almost Urdu-like way as [sādhū] in the above-men-
tioned areas west of Lahore. But in Lahore and East Punjab, it is pronounced as [sá̄dū]. [dh] 
becomes [d] and the word is pronounced with a higher pitch of voice. This is called the High 
Tone of voice. 

  This change of pitch and the replacement of a consonant sound by another is known as 
tone. In modern Panjabi, almost all the tonal words have one of these consonants in their spell-
ing – گھ  جھ   ڈھ  دھ  بھ  or ھ ਘ ਝ ਢ ਧ ਭ or ਹ. 

  This should not be a very serious matter if  ھ ਹ were not involved in the process. In the 
case of  گھ  جھ   ڈھ  دھ  بھ   ਘ ਝ ਢ ਧ ਭ, when tone comes, a consonant is replaced by another conso-
nant from the same horizontal group. (See the picture on page 24). For example ਭ بھ is replaced 
by ਪ پ or ਬ ب depending upon the tone. Only the pronunciation is affected, but not the spelling in 
Gurmukhi. But the serious problem created by ਹ ھ is that it very often disappears and the vowel 
sound represented in the spelling is repaced by another vowel sound. The vicious myths about 
Gurmukhi mentioned above make it neessary for us to sound a warning before we move ahead.
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Warning: Do not hear with your eyes

  As a result of the two viciuos myth about Gurmukhi mentioned ealier, many Panjabi 
“scholars” look at the written/printed form of a word and mentally hear the sounds which are not 
there in the actual pronuncation. We will discuss this in detail later. But an example can be given 
here.

  The Panjabi word pronounced as [sáurā] is written as ਸਹੁਰਾ in Gurmukhi, which, letter 
by letter, should be sahurā  سھُرا. When a person “hearing with his/her eyes is told that there is 
no consonant sound ਹ ھ in the actual pronunciation of the word (as indicated by the spelling), 
and that the vowel sound in actual pronuncation is not ਉ (as indicated by the spelling) but ਔ, the 
most common response is “I don’t agree. Gurmukhi is a phonetic language and spelling exactly 
represnets the pronunciation. I can hear the ਹ ھ consonant as well as the ਉ vowel sound.” 

  This is the supreme confidence found in the people addicted to “half-baked crude guess-
work” ਅੱਧਪੱਕੀ ਕਚਘਰੜ ਤੱੁਕੇਬਾਜ਼ੀ ادّھ پکّی  کچگھرڑ تُّکیبازی.  All this is discussed in detail in the rest of this 
chapter. So don’t be put off.

  The vicious myths about Gurmukhi mentioned above are pure nonsense. Read the refer-
ences at the end of this chapter. Appealing to other people’s religious sentiments to assert your 
point in totally unscientific, unethical and unacceptable. But, sadly enough, this practice is wide-
spread.  

Get ready to face the bull

  Friends who sopke to learners of Gurmukhi in Pakistan tell me that their main problem  
is words like ਕਬਹਣਾ and ਸਹੁਰਾ, whose pronuncation does not reflect their spelling. There is no ਹ h 
sound in their pronuncation. ਕਬਹਣਾ should be pronounced as [kahiṇā] if this “write as you speak 
and speak as you write” claim were true. But it is pronounced as [káiṇā] without [h] but with a 
high tone on [ái]. The ਬਹ shown in spelling is pronounced not as [hi] but as [ai]. Similarly, ਸਹੁਰਾ is 
pronounced as [sáurā].

  The reason for this is the changes which have been taking places in the variety of Panjabi 
spoken in in Lahore, Amrisrar and East Punjab over the past four or five centuries. If you are 
interested in the technicalities of these changes, please go ahead. As the heading of this section 
says, we must either “take the bull by the horns” or move away frightened. 
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  In discussing the problem, we cannot use Shahmukhi, unfortunately. We have to use 
the phonetic transcription and Gurmukhi. If you are not yet completely familair with all the 
Gurmukhi letters and symbols, you can refer to the relevant pages in Chapter 3. It will become 
clear to you why we transcribed as ਐ as [ai] and ਔ as [au]. Some centuries ago, ਐ, though gram-
matically/phonologically a single vowel, was actually pronounced as [ai] (as a rapid glide from 
a to i, with the [a] part more prominent than the [i] part). The case with ਔ was similar. It was 
pronounced as [au]. Many speakers of Urdu, Hindi  and Panjabi in India still pronounce these 
vowels in this manner.  

Vowel stress in Panjabi

 Pronounce the following word aloud:

  ]nafI
  anāṛī
Now concentrate on the vowel sounds only printed in black. The consonant sounds are printed 
in grey. The symbols for the ]a  vowel is  a  and is added to the consonant symbol n. The symbol 
I for zI is added to the consonant symbol f . You can refer to the relevant pages in Chapter 3 if 
you need to.

  As you can hear and see, there are 3 vowel sounds in the word shown in black above. The 
consonant sounds are shown in grey, What is remarkable is that one of the vowels (]a  in this ex-
ample) is pronounced with more energy than the other two and stands out above others in 
speech. This vowel in known as the stressed vowel. If there is only one vowel sound in a word, 
it is regarded as stressed. The standalone vowel symbol ] at the beginning is written as ]. The 
symbol for this vowel sound is invisible, but the invisible symbol must be added to ] if it is a 
standalone vowel in a word.

  Stressing of a vowel sound in a word differentiates Panjabi pronunciation from the real 
Urdu pronunciation (as spoken in the Urdu-speaking areas in India, but not necessarily always 
in the “Panjabi-ised” variety of Urdu spoken in Pakistan by the people whose mother tongue is 
Panjabi). Now look at the following words showing how a standalone vowel sound is written in 
Gurmukhi and how it is written when added to a consonant sound, an also which vowel sound is 
stressed. 
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  [udIkxa
  uḍīkṇā 
If necessary, look at the relevant pages in Chapter 3 to see why the vowel symbols are written in 
the way they are.

  ih<logee 
  hilloge
The symbol for the vowel iz is i . It is placed before the consonant letter. The symbol for the 
vowel  {  is   o and it is written above the consonant letter. The symbol    e for ze for also written 
above the consonant letter. The “doubling” of the consonant l  is shown by the symbol addhak    
< placed before the consonant letter.

  ja{ge

  jāoge
It is difficult to add the symbol    o to the vowel bearer letter [ . So [+  o is written as {. 
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  g[U

  gaū
The vowel  ]  added to g is stressed. But its symbol is invisible. The standalone vowel [U at the 
end of the word is written as  [U . 

  jOOM
  jãu

The only vowel ]OM is in this word is regarded as stressed. The symbol for this nasalised vowel is   
OM and is written above the consonant symbol. It does not look odd in actual writing as it does in 
this exaggerated example. It looks jOM.

 Let’s take the smallest bull by the horns – “tone” in Panjabi speech 

Important information 

Panjabi is the only major Indian/Pakistani language that has “tone” – a change in the pitch of 
voice indicating a change in meaning. This movement of the pitch of voice is shown graphically  
in the pictures on the next page. Look at the following examples of words and try to speak them 
naturally as in real life, without caring for how they are spelt in writing and in print.

The Low Tone

  Goofa
  ghoṛā pronunced as  kòṛā 
The pitch of voice falls rapidly on the stressed vowel o and then rises gradually on ā, as shown 
in the following picture. This change of pitch is known as Low Tone.  
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            k   ò  ṛ   ā 
The Low Tone is marked as ò on the vowel letter. 

The High Tone

  kohfa
  kohṛā  pronunced as  kóṛā without h h sound.

The pitch of voice rises gradually on the stressed vowel o and then falls rapidly ā, as shown in 
the following picture. This change of pitch is known as High Tone.  

                                  k   ó  ṛ  ā

These pictures were obtained by computer analysis of the spoken words.

All the Panjabi words with a tone have at least one of these consonant letters in spelling G J D W 
B or h (gh jh ḍh dh bh or h). All these letters represent single sounds, in spite of the fact that we 
have to use a superscript (raised) h in transcribing them.  

  But we shall be dealing only with the consonant h here. Dealing with the other conso-
nants with will make the book very long and complicated. But you can read my books mentioned 
at the end of the chapter. An example is also given in Chapter 4.
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h at the end of a word 

Obviously, this h comes after the stressed vowel. It is never pronounced and the word gets a 
High Tone on the stressed vowel. Look at the following examples:

  cah
  cāh  pronounced as  cá̄ 
  KUh
  khūh  pronounced as  khú
  mIMh
  mīh̃  pronounced as  mī ̃́
But if  h occurs after the stressed vowel, but not at end of the word, some speakers pronounce  
the word with h and without giving a High Tone to the stressed vowel. 

Remember: High Tone and h sound cannot co-exist in a word. 

Examples are:

  cUha
  cūhā  pronunced as cūhā or cú̄ā 
  TNUhaM
  ṭhũ̄hã̄  pronunced as ṭhũ̄hã̄ or ṭhú̃̄ã̄
In these examples, since the first vowel sound is stressed, the High Tone, if given, occurs on it. 
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  cahIwa
  cāhīdā pronounced as  cāhīdā or cá̄īdā
Since the first ā is stressed, the High Tone, if given, falls on the first ā.

The double-headed arrows

In the picture on page 27, you find double-headed arrows linking the vowel symbols.

  iz↔ze        [u↔{
   i↔e            u↔o  
These arrows symbolise that in modern Panjabi speech, ze and zI are very similar vowels and 
are very often inter-changeable. They differ because iz is more central than ze aand is pro-
nounced with a more relaxed tongue muscles and cannot be prolonged. It is a lax vowel.  ze is 
more tense and can be prolonged in speech. Prolonged iz becomes ze. The difference between 
[u and { is the exactly same. They, too, are often inter-changeable. [u is more central and lax 
and cannot be prolonged like the tense vowel {. In some tonal words with h in spelling, iz is 
pronounced as ze and [u is pronounced as {. (You can find more details in my books mentioned 
at the end of this chapter).

  izh                                 [uh
  ih pronounced as é             uh pronounced as ó

  ikhfa                             ivhfa
  kihṛā pronounced as kéṛā        vihṛā pronounced as véṛā  
There are a few words which different writers spell differently. The pronunciation is the same 
either way: The words have h in spelling, but not in pronunciation. There is High Tone on the 
stressed Vowel. Some examples are given below:
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Some of these words are

  imhr   mehr
    mér 

  ishra   sehra
        sérā 

  suhxa   sohxa
    sóṇā 

  [uhle   {hle
    óle
Such tonal words with iz and ze are interchangeable in writing because they have the same 
pronunciation. And so are [u and {. The pronunciation with High Tone and without h is the 
same either way. But, of course, there are a few “I-don’t-agree” people who claim that “our” 
spelling is “right” and “your” spelling is “wrong”!

Now the middle bull – Conjunct h “at the foot”  

We have emphasised again and again that the consonant sounds written in Shahmukhi as بھ  
 and transcribed as gh jh ḍh dh bh are single sound, and not sequences or conjuncts دھ  ڈھ جھ گھ
with as h the second member. (Read the next chapter if you wish to or take my word for this).

But conjuncts do occur in Panjabi. They are

ṇh  nh  mh  rh  lh  vh  ṛh  ḷh
Theese conjuncts are Consonant+h followed by a Vowel sound. For example mh is a con-
junct or sequence of m and h. The h sound in a conjucnt is never pronounced. It simply gives 
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a tone to the stressed vowel in the word (mostly a High Tone, but sometmes a Low Tone as 
well). This h h is written as “ h at the foot” or below the first member of the conjunct, as in

  ṇh is written as xH
  nh is written as nH
  mh is written as mH
  rh is written as rH
  lh is written as lH
  ṛh is written as fH
  ḷh is written as ÂH
This h, though “written at the foot” is a full sound. It is never pronounced, but its effect on 
the tone is clear. If it comes after the strssed vowel, it generates High Tone that occurs on 
the stressed vowel. Examples are:

  kxHa   [káṇā] bNnH   [bánn] QNmH  [thámm] 

  vrHa   [várā] k<lH   [káll] rvHega   [rávegā]

  bu<lHe Sah   [búlle SHá̄]

 But if his h, occurs before the stressed vowel, it gives low tone.  Compare

  pfH  [páṛ] and  pfHazI  [paṛà̄ī] 

  is<lHa [siĺlā] and  slHaba  [salà̄bā]

  mÂHHa [máḷā] and  mÂH<p  [maḷàpp]

3: The Road Ahead is Slightly Less Smooth
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The results can sometimes be interesting. For example:

 [uhnA and  [unHA have the same pronunciation [úhnã̄]̣ according to the rules. Try apply-
ing the rules of pronunciation discussed above. 

Same is the case with  ijhnA and  ijnHA. People go on using either spelling.

pIfHI (generation) and  pIhfI (women’s woven cotlike stool) are both pronounced as

 [pīṛ́ī]
There are some other such interesting examples.

The Panjabi word for a bull [sá̄n] is mostly written as sanH with a subscript h. But the 
actor Balraj Sahni spelt his surname as 

sahnI [sá̄nī], and not as sanHI. 
The Sikh scholar Kahn Singh Nabha spelt the first part of his name as kanH, and not as kahn, 
as some people do now. Either spelling results in the same pronunciation, as the rules given in 
this chapter show.

Fortunately, such differences in spelling are tolerated, and acrimonious “spelling fights” over 
such matters are very rare.

 Now let’s face the biggest beast! 

Now we are coming to the climax of this chapter. If you have put up with the information given 
so far, you will have realised why

(1)  We spent so much time explaining and exemplifying the Panjabi tones; and 

(2) Why we chose to transcribe the Panjabi vowel sound ]E as [ai] and ]O as [au]. There are IPA 
(International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols [ɛ] for ]E  and [ɔ] for ]O. In IPA, pE is written as [pɛ] 
and sO is written as [sɔ]. The reason for our choice will become clear now.  
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Some ccenturies ago, in the pronunciation of the Panjabi vowel sound [ai], the tongue moved 
quickly from the poistion of the vowel sound [a] to that of the vowel sound [i], so that the result-
ing vowel sound [ai] was as long as the any other long non-gliding vowel sound. In this vowel, 
the [a]  element was stronger and more prominent than the [i] element. Technically, such a long 
vowel is known as a diphthong. But yo do not need to learn this new term. Similarly, [au], was 
pronounced as quick glide from [a] to [u]. Many speakers of Hindi, Urdu and Panjabi in India 
still pronounce these two vowels as gliding vowels.

Now look at and speak the Panjabi word naturally (with a High Tone).

pihla (meaning “first”)  [páilā]. 

Letter by letter, it should be pahilā. Since the first vowel a is stressed, it gets the High Tone 
and the h sound disappears. With the disappearance of this h, the short vowel sounds a and 
i come together to make a long gliding vowel sound ai in which the a element is stonger and 
the i element is weaker. Many Hindi and Urdu speakers still pronounce this vowel as a gliding 
long vowel (diphthong). Speakers of Panjabi in the Southern district of East Panjab also use 
this  pronunciation of ]E.
  There are dozens of Panjabi words which have h  consonant letter  in Gurmukhi script, 
but not in pronunciation. They have the vowel sound ]E with the High Tone in pronunciation, 
but not in Gurmukhi spelling. The combination ih occurs in spelling only, but not in pronunci-
ation.

  This sounds the death knell of the myth that “in Gurmukhi you write exactly as you 
speak and speak exactly as you write.” But, of course, hundreds of a-gianis will shout in one 
one voice “We don’t agree”.

Some of such words are 

gihxa (“ornament”)  [gáiṇā]
pihra (“guard”)  [páirā]
rih (“stay”)  [rái]                                                                                     
kihNwa (“He says”)  [ká̃idā]
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mihN (“buffalo”)  [má̃i]

It differs from [mãi] (“I”) in pronunciation because [mãi] has no tone. But the difference 

in spelling mihN and mEM is huge.

The borrowed word محل (“palace”) has been Panjabi-ised in pronunciation as [máil] with a 
High Tone and given the spelling mihl in Gurmukhi, for which there is no justification ex-
cept conforming to the pattern of spelling rules. The same thing happened with نہر  (“canal”)  
written as nihr in Gurmukhi and pronounced as [náir] with a High Tone.         

With the disappearance of h from pronunciation and arrival of the High Tone, the short vowel 
sounds a and u come together to make a long vowel sound au in which the a element is 
stonger and the u element is weaker. As in the case of ]E many Hindi, Urdu and Panjabi speak-
ers still pronounce  ]O this vowel as a long gliding vowel (diphthong). 

Some of such words are 

bhuq (“much, many”)  [báut]
phu (“dawn”)  [páu]
phuNc (“approach”)  [pá̃uc]
bhukr (“broom”)  [báukar]
mhura (“a type of poison”)  [máurā]
shuN (“oath”)  [sá̃u]                                                                                    
It differs from [sãu] (“to sleep”) in pronunciation because [sãu] has no tone. But the differ-

ence  in spelling between sOM and shuN is huge. 

  ]E and   ]O have become non-gliding vowels in the speech of manay speakers of Pan-
jabi. But their gliding past survives in the spelling of many words such as the ones we have 
discussed above. 
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 r  and v “at the foot”  

In the Sikh scripture Shri Guru Granth Sahib, a number of other Gurmukhi letters are used “at 
the foot”. But in Modern Gurmukhi, only one other letter r is used in thi way. It is used maninly 
in names and in the Sikh greeting. It is written as  R in the conjuct Consonant+ r in the following 
examples:

sRI gurU gRNQ saihb  [srī gurū granth sāhib]  s+r=sR, g+r=gR
siq sRI ]kal  [sati srī akāl]  s+r=sR
pRem [prem] p+r=pR
pRIqm [prītam] p+r=pR
Some older writers also used v “at the foot” in words like sVE jIvnI (autobiography). But mod-
ern writers use the spelling svE jIvnI.

Notes on Chapter 3 

The emergence of Tones in Panjabi appears to be a recent phenomenon and I am not aware of 
any in-depth study dealing with them in Englsih.

But I can refer you to my own books

1. Colloquial Panjabi. (1995, 2015). (Routledge: London and New York)

2. Panjabi: A Comprehensive Grammar. (2016). (Routledge: London and New York)

3. Panjabi Language and Script for the Coming Generations on the International Stage.
    Dowloadable from https://juɡsandhi.com/2021/11/21/punjabi-future

    The last book deals in greater detail with some of the topics discussed in this book. 

The next Chapter gives some indication about why the Panjabi tones occur mostly in the Pan-
jabi words which have at least one of the the consonant letters G J D W B or h (gh jh ḍh dh bh ).
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 Fig. 4.1: Human Speech Organs
[Adopted and adapted from Google]

Airstream

Oral cavity



Chapter 4

The Anatomical Dimension

You know as a Shahmukhi user that the arrangement of the letters of the alphabet is visual. 
Letters looking similar is shape are grouped together – ب  پ  ت  ٹ ث  or  ج  چ  ح  خ f, for example. 
But you may ask on what principle the letters of Gurmukhi are grouped? Look at the picture on 
page 52. You find that they are grouped phonetically – both horizontally and vertically. Why are 
[  ]  z  grouped in this order, and not any other, order? What is the difference between the stop 
and the continuant consonants? How are the continuants divided into fricatives and friction-
leess continuants? In the Consonant Square, what is the common feature shared by the con-
sonants in each horizontal row and each vertical column? You may be interested asking “What 
are letters @ and } doing in the Gurmukhi alphabet?” Are they ever used in writing Panjabi in 
Gurmukhi? Yes – by a few writers who belong to the now shrinking minority. And are they ever 
used in Panjabi speech? Most certainly yes, but we cannot discuss this here.

  By this time, you must be getting fed up of being told that a language must not be con-
fused with the script used for writing it. Shahmukhi and Gurmukhi are scripts used for writing 
the language now known as Panjabi. But old thinking habits, especially those springing from 
the delusions created by religious/sectarian commitments, die hard.

  I cannot guess with certainty all the questions you may like to ask. My experience 
shows that some of my students get incurably addicted to asking all sorts of questions. This 
brief chapter is meant for such students and their teachers. You will need to refer to the pictures 
on page 50 and page 52.

Interest in the anatomical dimension of speech sounds  

Believe it or not, ancient Indian linguists based their study on the functions of the vocal organs 
(or “anatomy”) of the sounds of language as far back as 700 BC (or perhaps even earlier). The 
analysis of the sounds of Sanskrit in the Sanskrit grammar of Pāṇini (7th century BC) also takes 
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___

Fig. 4.2: The Gurmukhi Alphabet
(Updated picture)

Gurmukhi Alphabet Revisited
Vowel Bearer letters

[ ] z
Older Fricatives

s  s h h
Consonant Square (Stops)

Voiceless 
Unaspirated

Voiceless 
Aspirated

Voiced
Unaspirated

Voiced
Aspirated Nasal

Velar k  k K  kh g g G gh @ ṅ
Palatal c c C ch j  j J jh } ñ
Retroflex t ṭ T ṭh d ḍ D ḍh x ṇ
Dental q t Q th w d W dh n n
Bilabial p p P ph b b B bh m m

Frictionless Continuants

y y r r l l v v f ṛ
New Fricatives

S  ś X x L ɣ Z z F f
Newer Additions

Ã  q Â  ḷ
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into account (among other things) how these sounds are produced. The study of the anatomy 
of the human body was quite advanced in ancient India. Sushruta, regarded as the “father of 
surgery”, is believed to have lived around Pānini’s time. The classic Suśruta Saṁhitā treatise 
on surgery attributed to him is still respected as a classic. The modern science of Phonetics 
was able come to the level of Pāṇini only in the closing decades of the 19th century, and 
the direct influence of the Indian grammarians on modern linguistics is clear and openly 
acknowledged. 

  Now let’s go to the (considerably simplified) picture of the “speech organs” on page 
50. You will need to refer to both the pictures on page 50 (dealing with the so-called Vocal 
Organs) and on page 52 (describing and classifying the dsitinctive sounds of Panjabi). You 
will find that we have supplied new phonetic symbols to some of the sounds different from 
the ones shown in the picture on page 24.  

  The information given below, though presented in the modern terminology, was ei-
ther implicit in the writings of the ancient Indian grammarians or often explicitly given as 
well by some ancient Indian phoneticians. It must be of considerable interest to the speakers 
of Panjabi that Pāṇini lived and worked in Takshshila (modern day Taxila). So it should be a 
matter of great pride to the moden Punjabi people that the scholar still regarded as the great-
est linguist in history lived among their ancestors. 

Some phonetic features of Panjabi pronunciation and their 
anatomy 

We will take up some imporatnt phonetic distinctions and deal with them below. More than 
one feature may apply to particular phonetic distinction, and vice versa. We will go on refer-
ring to the pictures by their numbers [4.1] and [4.2].

Pāṇini Suśruta
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Phonation and articulation

[4.1] For the speaking of some North Indian languages like Panjabi, Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, 
Marathi and Gujarati, human lungs and diaphragm push up two types of airstreams – nor-
nal and stronger. The lingustic sounds resulting from the stonger airstream are known as 
aspirated sounds, and the ones resulting from the normal airstream are contrastively known 
as unaspirated sounds. But when these airstreams pass through the vocal folds (or vocal 
cords), these folds may come closer to each other, so that they vibrate in the airstream and 
add a buzzing character to the airstream. This buzzing is known as voice and the airstream 
is known as voiced. The result is that after passing through the vocal folds, an airstream 
can assume one of the 4 features: (1) Voiceless Unaspirated, (2) Voiceless Aspirated, (3) 
Voiced Unaspirated, or (4) Voiced Aspirated. 

[4.2] Look at the Consonant Square in the picture. The consonants in the first column – 
k c t q p are Voiceless Unaspirated; the consonants in the second column K C T Q P are 
Voiceless Aspirated; the consonants in the third column g j d w b are Voiced Unaspirated; 
and the consonants G J D W B in the fourth (shaded) column are Voiced Aspirated. We will 
discuss later why they (like h) are in the shaded boxes. The Nasal consonants in the fifth 
column are described below. 

  It must be emphasised once again that the raised h used in transcribing some of 
these consonants simply indicates their aspirated character, and not a sequence of a conso-
nant+h. For example, dh, ph and other characters transcribed in this way are single sounds 
with aspirated character. 

  The action of the two types of airstream and the action (or sometimes the lack of 
action) of the vocal folds results in 4 types of Phonation – Voiceless Unaspirated, Voice-
less Aspirated, Voiced Unaspirated and Voiceless Aspirated. Every linguistic sound carries 
one, and only one, type of original phonation. What happens to a lingusitc sound above the 
vocal folds is known as articulation. Every linguistic sound (except h h) has articulation. 
But h h has voiced aspirated phonation only. This is the reason for its odd behaviour we 
have seen in Chapter 3. 

  [4.2] The Pharynx plays no role in the articulation of the Panjabi linguistic sounds. 
But the Arabic pharyngeal vowel ع and the voiceless pharyngeal fricative ح are articu-
lated here. For the articulation of the Arabic dental consonants ص ط ض ظ the root of the 
tongue is pulled into the pharynx, resulting in the secondary articulation known as pha-
ryngealisation. The Iranians were unable to pronounce the pharyngeal and the pharynge-
alised sounds and changed their pronunciation, as we have seen in Chapter 1. 
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4: The Anatomical Dimension

  [4.1] The primary speech role of the Uvula is to act as a door to the Nasal Cavity. 
If it hangs down, as shown in the picture, it lets the airstream pass through the nose. The 
result is Nasal Consonants or Nasalised Vowels. The consonants @ } x n m are voiced 
nasal stop consnants: the outgoing voiced airstream is stopped in the mouth (or Oral 
Cavity). We can say that nasal is a secondary feature imposed on the voiced airstream. A 
similar process happenes in the case of the nasalised vowels as well. The outgoing voiced 
airstream goes on escaping both through the mouth and the nose at the same time. 

  Another articulatory role of the uvula is that for the production of the Arabic voice-
less consonant ق Ã, the tongue touches the uvula to stop the outgoing airstream. So it is 
called a voiceless uvular consonant. But very few (if any) speakers of Panjabi use this 
consonant in their speech.

The Oral Cavity (mouth): the grand theatre of articulation

[4.1]  The four types of phonation: Voiceless Unapirated, Voiceless Aspirated, Voiced 
Unaspirated and Voiced Aspirated enter the oral cavity to be articulated into different lin-
guistic sounds (known as phonemes). h h is an exception because it has Voiced Aspirated 
phonation only.  We have seen in Chapter 3 that when it loses its phonation because of the 
arrival of the tone, it has no articulation to retain, as is the case with the voiced aspirated 
stop consonants in the fouth (shaded) column. 

Vowels and consonants 

For the articulation of the vowels, the voiced airstream is not obstructed in any manner. 
But different parts of the tongue are raised or lowered to different height in the different 
parts of the mouth. This is shown in a simplified manner in the picture on page 27. The 
neutral position of the tongue (the normal breathing position) is that of the vowel ] a, 
known as the mukqa vowel. Lips are rounded for the articulation of the High Back vowels. 
In articulation [u and { are quite close. But [u is more centralised than {. [u is articulated 
with the lax tongue and cannot prolonged in speech. The same difference applies to iz and 
ze. Some speakers pronounce ]O as a rapid glide from ] to [u, and ]E as a rapid glide from 
] to iz. This was the normal Panjabi pronunciation some centuries ago and some speakers 
of Panjabi still use it. You have seen the consequencs of this historical fact in Chapter 3. 
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IMPORTANT NOTE

You can see that all the High Back vowels are written with [, all the Low Vowels are 
written with ], and all the High Front vowels are written z. This is the reason why the 
order of the vowel carrier letters in the Gurmukhi alphabet is [ ] z. The arrangement is 
according to the air flow direction from the lungs.

The air flow direction 

[4.1]  For Arabic, the pharnyx is the first place of articulation. Then there is the uvula 
for the articulation of the voiceless uvular stop consonant ق Ã q. But for Panjabi, it is the 
velum (or soft palate). [4.2]  The velar stop cosonants k K g G @ are articulated by stop-
ping the outgoing airstream in the mouth by touching the back part of the tongue here. But 
it escapes through the nose for @ because the uvula is lowered down. Further forward, the 
front part of the tongue touches hard palate in the similar manner the articulation of the 
palatal stop consonants c C j J }.  For the articulation of the retroflex stop consonants t 
T d D x, the tongue is curled back and the underside of the tongue touches the farthest part 
of the hard palate behind the upper teeth. Farther still, the tip of the tongue articulates the 
dental stop consonants q Q w W n by touching the teeth. The final articulatory point is the 
two lips closed for articulating the bilabial stop consonants. The tongue plays no role here.

Fricatives and frictionless continuants 

[4.2] For the articulation of these consonants, the outgoing airstream is not completely 
blocked, but only impeded. If this causes a frictional sound, the resulting consonants are 
known as fricatives. But if the voiced airstream escapes without any friction, the resulting 
consonants are known as frictionless continuants.

[4.2] The voiced aspirated consonants in the shaded boxes have disappeared from the 
variety of Panjabi we are studying. These stops are G J D W B. For the articulation of these 
consonants, the outgoing airstream is completely blocked. But they have lost the original 
phonation, as we will see below.

Why are @ and } there in the Gurmukhi alphabet?  

These two nasal stops are hardly ever used in writing. But they are a part of the system.    
They are used in speech. But they occur in the positions where a Bindi or a Tippi can do 
their business in writing. Giving all the technical details will not be desirable here. But you 
can refer to my books mentioned at the end of Chapter 3. 

] to [u,
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4: The Anatomical Dimension

Lost phonation, but not articulation 

We conclude this chapter with an example.

The Panjabi word written as Gofa was pronounced as 

ਘੋੜਾ  [ghoṛā]
some centuries ago in the variety of Panjabi we are studying (as still in Urdu and Hindi and 
in some Western Panjabi dialects). The vowel o was stressed. The voiced aspirated stop 
came before the stressed vowel. Now the pronunciation has become tonal as 

[kòṛā]

gh has lost its voiced aspirated phonation and has become voiceless unaspirated. In the 
word-initial position, it lost  both voice and aspiration wth the arrival of the Low Tone. ò 
has got a Low Tone now. But the older gh has retained its velar articulation by becoming 
k. Now we come to 

baG  [bāgh]

The present pronunciation is 

[bá̄g]

gh has lost aspiration only but not its voice. Its original velar articulation has been re-
tained. A similar fate has happened to all the former voiced aspirated stops. They lost their 
original phonation only, but retained the articulation.

  But what about the poor h? It consists of phonation only. So when it comes to 
losing phonation with the arrival of the tone, it can only disappear because it has no artic-
ulation to retain.

  We have seen this in detail in Chapter 3. Languages change and this particular 
change seems to have started after the Gurmukhi system got established in its present form. 
The older spellings are in use. But there are no symbols for showing tones in Gurmukhi. As 

] to [u,
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was said in an earlier chapter, Panjabi is the only major Indian/Pakistani language which 
has tone. 

So much about the claim of the a-gianis that in Gurmukhi “You speak exactly as you write 
and write exactly as you speak.”

If there is a God who does justice, we should leave it to Him to decide what to do with 
these a-gianis.
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Chapter 5

Reading Practice

In this Chapter, we provide some Gurmukhi passages for reading practice. You will 
hardly come across any Panjabi words which the learners of Gurmukhi in West Punjabi 
will be unfamiliar with. If you come across any, you can look them up in the online Panjabi 
dictionary prepared by Punjabi University, Patiala.

  The  first passage is from Jagat Singh Nagra’s sOKI pNjabI  Part 3. The other passages 
were written by me for my Colloquial Panjabi 2, downloadable from the Internet.

  Another problem faced by the Shamukhi users learners learnin Gurmukhi is that of 
vocabulary used by the writers in East Punjab. They tend to borrow their “learned” words 
from Sanskrit and Hindi, while writers in West Punjab borrow such words from Urdu and 
Persian. This is done mostly by the literary critics and theorists, and not generally by the 
creative writers writing for the common readers.

  The only solution to this problem is to use the Online Punjabi to English Dictio-
nary.

How Gurmukhi letters and symbols are written together

A letter in Gurmukhi does not change its shape (except h r v “at the foot”). We have also 
seen how the Vowel Symbols and markers like Tippi, Bindi and Addhak are added to the 
Consonant Symbols are Vowel Carrier letters. See pages 28-29. 

  Look at the picture on page 52. You will find that the majority of the main letters 
such as s h k g @ c C j J } t T d D x q Q w W n P b B y r l v f, have a “roof”. Some other 
main letters, such as ] K G p m, are “roofless”. Details are give in my book Panjabi Lan-
guage and Script for the Coming Generations on the International Stage. This book is 
dowloadable from https://juɡsandhi.com/2021/11/21/punjabi-future. It also has a full  
chapter ‘Gurmukhi Writing Practice’ on how to write the main Gurmukhi characters.

  But all these main letters are written below the line. The only partial exception is 
[, whose “turban” part goes above the line. This “turban” is the reason why [ plus    o  is 
written as { and why the tippi   N  is not added to [. The Panjabi-speaking people all over 
the world have great respect for their turban and tolerate no interference with it! There are 
no other major problems of joining the letters similar to the ones you face in Shahmukhi. 
For h r v “at the foot”, read pages 45-49.
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Chapter 5 : Reading Practice

Tekewar
]<WI swI ba]w hux mE¥ [uhwa ]sl nA Bu<l ig]a hE. sNn 1958 ivc jw mEM qe [uh hazI skUl ivc 
iz<ko klas ivc pfHwe sA, [us vele vI sB [uh¥ Tekewar we nA nal hI bula[uMwe sn. pqa nhIM [uhwa 
izh [upnam ikveM ip]a, pr [uh¥ izs nA nal bulaze jax ’qe kozI izqraZ nhIM sI. klas ivc bUhe we 
sB qoM nefe we bE_Nc ’qe pihla QA [uhwe lzI raKvA sI, hor kozI [u>Qe nhIM bihNwa sI. bolwa [uh G<t sI 
]qe swa gNBIr rihxa [uhwI ]awq sI.

  sade izk tIcr wI ]awq sI ik [uh b<ic]A ¥ “b<co” ]aK ke sNboWn krwa sI. ]am pNjabI ivc 
izh sNboWn “b<ic{” hE; “b<co” ihNwI ]qe [urwU ivc ]aiK]a jAwa hE. izh ]jIb Sbw vrqx krke 
iviw]arQI]A ne [us tIcr wa nA “b<co” r<iK]a hoiz]a sI. izk iwn jw [uh tIcr klas ivc             
]aiz]a qA sB b<ce [uhwe siqkar lzI ]am vAg KfHe ho gze. mEM tIcr wa mZak [uda[ux lzI kih 
iw<qa,“bET ja{ mere b<co”. [uh¥ bhuq gu<sa ]a ig]a. [uh bEMq wI sotI hva ivc Guma[uMwa kf-          
ik]a,“izh bkvas ikhne kIqa?” pr kozI na boil]a. [uhne iPr ikha,“ijhne izh ikha hE, je [uh 
mNn jaze qA isrF [uh¥ sZa imlegI, nhIM qA pUrI klas ¥ ku<t pzegI.” 

  pNjab we skUlA ivc b<ic]A ¥ ku<tx wI izjaZq {woM vI sI ]qe hux vI hE. jw kozI vI muNda na 
mNin]a, qA tIcr ne pihle bE_Nc ’qe bETe Tekewar ¥ ikha,“KfHa ho ja. w<s izh ikhne ikha sI? qUN jA ikse 
hor ne?”  Tekewar ne hOÂI ijhI ikha,“jI izh mEM ikha sI.”

  “bwmaS! mE¥ pihlA hI S<k sI. hr bwmaSI krn wa Teka qere koÂ hI qA hE.” izh kih ke 
tIcr ne [uhwI]A qÂI]A ’qe car pNj bEMqA jf iw<qI]A, qe klas wa kNm ]am vAg SurU ho ig]a.

  izs Gtna ne mere mn ¥ bhuq wuKI kIqa. klas qoM ba]w mEM Tekewar ¥ ikha,“izh Srarq mEM 
kIqI sI.” 

  “hA, mE¥ pqa sI.”

  “iPr qUN w<is]a ik[uM nhIM?”
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  “mE¥ muXbr bxna cNga nhIM lgwa. je qerI varI ]a[ux ’qe qUN mNn vI jAwa, qw vI mE¥ qe pNj 
s<q hor jix]A ¥ qA ku<t pE hI jaxI sI. mEM soic]a mEM k<la ku<t Ka ke bakI]A wa bca{ kr iw]A.”

  [uhwa ]sl nA mE¥ hux yaw nhIM. mE¥ izh vI pqa nhIM ik hux [uh ik<Qe hE. pr izs Gtna ¥ 
yaw krke mEM [uhwI SXsI]q ¥ swa isr Juka[uMwa rhAga.

  ikse we cir<qr wI mhanqa [uhwe v<de kNmA ivc hI nhIM sgoM iZNwgI ivc [uhwe in<ke in<ke kNmA 
ivc vI JlkwI hE.
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mUsa B<ja mOq qoM, ]<ge mOq KfI

izh khaxI mEM bcpn ivc ]apxe ipNd we izk muslman bZurg qoM suxI sI. 

  [uMnIMvI swI we ]XIrle whake ivc ]NbaÂe Sihr ivc izk bfa hI krnI vaÂa FkIr rihNwa 
sI. mUsa nA we ikse ivgfe hoze rzIsZawe ne [uh¥ qNg krna SurU kr iw<qa. [uh nOjvan roZ FkIr koÂ 
ja ke kihNwa,“baba jI, mera musqkibl w<so.” FkIr wa jvab swa izh huNwa,“kaka, musqkibl wa 
iFkr na kr. hal vl iW]an we. musqkibl [us prvriwgar we h<Q ivc ]EE. izh¥ [u>Qe hI rihx 
we. qUN [uhwa iFkr na kr.” pr [uh rzIsZawa FkIr wa Kihfa nhIM C<dwa sI. izk iwn qNg ]a ke 
FkIr ne ikha, “cNga, je qUN ]apxa musqkibl janxa hI hE, qA sux. ]<j qoM pNjveM iwn ]NbaÂe ivc qerI 
mOq hozegI.” rzIsZawa lal pIÂa ho ke boil]a,“buifH]a, pNjvA iwn qA ]a[uxa hI ]EE. izh¥ mEM rok 
nhIM skwa. pr mEM ]NbaÂe qoM wUr cil]a javAga. Per weKAga qerI g<l ikveM s<c huNwI ]E. ]gle hFqe 
vaps ]a ke mEM qerI wahfI PfAga.”

  ]gle iwn mUsa Gofe ’qe svar ho ke c<l ip]a. car iwnA we lgaqar sFr mgroM [uh wupihr 
vele huiS]arpur we nefe izk ipNd ivc pu<ja. ]<q wI grmI sI. [u>Qe izk KUh we nefe bohf we wrXq wI 
TNDI CA ivc ruk ke [uhne TNDa paxI pIqa qe ]apxe Gofe ¥ vI ip]aiz]a. 

  wrXq we heTA izk bfI]A bfI]A mu<CA vala Blvan ijha bNwa h<Q ivc r<sa PfI bETa sI. 
[uhne nOjvan ¥ ikha,“muNid]a, bfa XuS japwEM. iv]ah kra[ux cil]EM?”   

  “nhIM BazI]a, mOq qoM bc ke ]aiz]A.”

  “mOq qoM bc ke? [uh ikveM?”

  “mE¥ ikse pagl FkIr ne w<is]a sI ik ]<j merI mOq ]NbaÂe ivc hoxI ]E. mEM ]NbaiÂ{M deD sO 
mIl wUr ]a ig]A. hux weKwA [uhwI g<l ikveM s<c huNwI ]E.”

  Blvan ne h<s ikha,“kaka, izs ipNd wa nA vI ]NbaÂa ]E. mEM mOq wa FirSqa hA. LlqI naÂ 
zes ]NbaÂe ]a ig]a. cNga hoiz]a jo qUN Xuw hI c<l ke mere koÂ phuNc ig]a. cNga, c<l hux mere naÂ.”

Chapter 5 : Reading Practice
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mhan FlsFa

jUn jA julazI 1967 wI g<l hE. mEM pNjab ivc iSvalk wI]A phafI]A ivc izk sfk ’qe sazIkl 
sFr kr irha sA. rah ivc mE¥ su]A nA wI nwI par krnI pExI sI, ijhwe ’qe puÂ  kozI nhIM sI. ]am 
qOr ’qe izs nwI ivc isrF gode gode paxI vgwa hE, ]qe izh¥ pEwl par kIqa ja skwa hE. pr [us 
iwn izhwe ivc Zorwar hfH ]aiz]a hoiz]a sI. hfH we [uqr jax qk mE¥ [udIk krnI pExI sI. so mEM 
raq ibqa[ux lzI nefe we ipNd vl ¥ cl ip]a. 

  ipNd we bahr mEM izk ic<tI wahfI vala bZurg weiK]a, jo isr ’qe p<iT]A wI BrI cu<kI ja irha 
sI. mEM pu<iC]a,“baba jI, izs ipNd ivc kozI gurwu]ara jA mNwr hE ij<Qe mEM raq Tihr skA? mEM hale   
su]A par nhIM kr skwa.” [uhne ikha,“qusIM mere Gr ]a ja{.” 

  raq [uhwe pirvar ne mE¥ sawa ijha Kaxa iw<qa, jo [uh Xuw KAwe sn. mE¥ mNja ibsqra vI 
iw<qa. grmI]A we iwn sn. mEM ivhfe ivc ]aram nal raq ibqazI. svere sawe naSqe mgroM qurn vele 
mEM kuJ rupze [us bZurg ¥ peS kIqe. [uhne h<Q jof ke bfI inmrqa nal ikha,“jnab, qusIM mEQoM izh 
pap na krva{.” mEM hEran ho ke pu<iC]a,“izs ivc pap vaÂI ikhfI g<l ]E? qusIM mE¥ ]asra iw<qa, 
rotI paxI iw<qa. mera FrZ bxwE ik mEM [uhwa mu<l iw]A.” ]<goM [uhne jo ikha [uh mere lzI ]Bu<l yaw 
bx ig]a hE. [uhne ikha,“jnab, prmaqma Bes bwl ke hr iznsan wI iZNwgI ivc [uhwI izn-
sanI]q wa izmiqhan lEx ]a[uMwE. mE¥ lgwE qusIM {hI ho.”

  [us bZurg wI sawgI mere iwl ¥ CUh gzI. ho skwa hE ik qusIM izh¥ [uhwa ]NW-ivSvas hI 
smJo. mEM iZNwgI ivc bhuq sare FlsFe pfHe hn. pr izNna mhan nEiqk FlsFa mE¥ hor kozI nhIM 
iwis]a. 

  mEM “{hI” nhIM hA. je mEM zImanwarI nal khA, qA mE¥ p<ka ykIn vI nhIM ik “[uh” hE vI jA 
nhIM. pr mE¥ izh ykIn ZrUr hE ik je [uh s<cmuc hE, ]qe [uh iw]alU ]qe in]AkarI vI hE, qA [uhne 
izs is<We sawe is<K we ]aXrI izmiqhan ivc [uh¥ sO FI swI nNbr ZrUr iw<qe hoxge.
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im<tI na Prol jogI]a

]mrIka ivc pNqaÂI sal rihx ]qe nOkrI qoM irtaizr hox mgroM mE¥ ]apxa j<wI ipNd yaw ]aiz]a. 
soic]a ik izs sNsar ¥ ]livwa kihx qoM pihlA mEM [us im<tI we wrSn kr lvA ijhne mE¥ jnm iw<qa 
sI. ipNd ivc mere pirvar wa kozI vI jI] jA irSqewar nhIM rihNwa sI. izs krke mEM ]apxe bcpn       
]qe cfHwI jvanI we iwnA we ]afI blwev we Gr ja pu<ja. ipNd wI nuhar bhuq bwl cu<kI sI, pr 
gÂI]A [uho sn. [uhwe pirvar vaiÂ]A ne mE¥ w<is]a ik blwev KeqA ivc imÂega. mE¥ [uhwe KeqA wa 
pqa sI, ij<Qe izk koTe ivc ]sIM rUfI bRAd warU Ckwe huNwe sA. jAiw]A hI wrXq heT mE¥ gTIle ju<se 
vala [uhI nOjvan iwis]a ijh¥ mEM pNqaÂI sal pihlA C<d ke ig]a sA. mEM B<j ke [uhwe kol ja ke 
ikha, “blwev, pCaix]a mE¥? mEM mnmohn, qera ]afI!” [us nOjvan ne kuJ hEran ho ke pr pUre ]wb 
naÂ ikha, “jI, srwar blwev isNG mere ipqa jI hn. qusIM iz<Qe mNje ’qe bETo. mEM [uhnA ¥ il]a[uMwa 
hA.” mEM ]apxI mUrKqa ’qe SrimNwa sA, pr pu<qr ]apxe ip[u wI karbn kapI sI, ]qe wosq ¥ imlx 
we joS ivc mEM bIq gze pNqaÂI salA ¥ Bu<l ig]a sA. mEM [u>Qe KfHa irha. wo ku imNtA ba]w ic<tI wahfI 
]qe iD<lI ijhI p<g vaÂa izk bZurg kmir{M bahr ]a ke bfI inmrqa nal boil]a, “jnab, mEM 
blwev isNG hA. hukm kro, quhadI kI seva krA.” mEM kahÂI kahÂI [uhwa h<Q Pf ke ikha, “mar goÂI 
hukm qe seva ¥. mEM qera ]afI mnmohn hA.” izk pl qA [uhne mE¥ isr qoM pErA qk q<ik]a. iPr [uh mE¥ 
Gu<t ke kÂave ’c lE ke boil]a, “]<WI swI bIq gzI. kwe qE¥ jNmx BoM yaw nhIM ]azI? na kozI Xq, na 
kozI Fon. mE¥ qera Qhu itkaxa pqa nhIM sI. izh vI pqa nhIM sI ik qUN jI[uMwa vI hEM. mEM qE¥ weKx wI 
]as C<d bETA sA. cl hux Gr clIze.”   

  blwev iZ]awa smA ]apxe KeqA ivc rihNwa sI, ij<Qe [uhne ]apxe lzI iqNn kmir]A wI          
irhaizS bxva lzI sI. [uh [u>Qe hI KAwa, pIMwa, sOMwa ]qe iZ]awa smA  ibqa[uMwa sI. ipNd vaÂe Gr 
ivc [uhwe wo pu<qrA we t<br rihNwe sn. [uhwI Gr vaÂI ¥ mEM kwe nhIM weiK]a. [uhwa iv]ah mere           
]mrIka jax mgroM hoiz]a, ]qe hux iqNn ku sal pihlA [uhwI Gr vaÂI claxa kr gzI sI. [uhwe 
wohA pu<qrA ne kailj wI pfHazI kIqI, ]qe iPr KeqI bafI wa XanwanI ik<qa sNBaÂ il]a. nveM DNg wI 
KeqI krke [uhnA ne kaFI pEse kmaze, ]qe hor ZmIn XrIw lzI. hux [uhwa pirvar kaFI r<ij]a     
pu<ij]a sI. pu<qr bfe ]aig]akarI sn, qe ip[u ¥ KeqI wa kNm nhIM krn iwNwe sn. smA ibqa[ux lzI      
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blwev m<JA gazI]A wI QofI bhuq weKBal krwa sI. pqnI wI mOq mgroM ipNd vaÂe Gr ivc rihx 
lzI [uhwa iwl nhIM kIqa.

  Sam vele blwev ne mE¥ pu<iC]a, “kI pIzeMga? bI]r, ivskI, rNm, vowka, ijn jA kuJ hor? 
ipNd ’c  hux sB iml jAwI]A.” 

  mEM ikha, “rUfI bRAd imlegI? ipCle pNqaÂI salA qoM qrs irhA.” 

  “ijNnI kheM,” [uhne h<s ke ikha, “qUN nhIM bwil]a. muNde Srab nhIM pIMwe, pr [uh mE¥ nhIM 
rokwe. isrF izNna kihNwe ne ik mEM Gr ivc b<ic]A we sahmxe na pI]A.”

  “TIk hE, ]sIM [use koTe ’c bih ke pI]Age ij<Qe pNqaÂI sal pihlA luk iCp ke pIMwe huNwe hA.”

  raq ¥ blwev wI]A ¥hA ne srHoM wI]A gNwÂA wa sag, m<kI wI]A rotI]A ]qe bhuq sara Gr 
wa m<Kx Bej iw<qa. pihlA ]sIM puraxe rvaizqI DNg nal warU CkI – ]Nb we ]car ]qe BNne hoze   
gNiD]A naÂ. iPr ]sIM rotI wa mZa il]a. wer raq qk ]sIM bIqe iwnA ¥ yaw krwe rhe.

  ]gle iwn mEM blwev ¥ naÂ lE ke ipNd ivc [uhnA sB QAvA ’qe ig]a ijhnA naÂ sadI]A   
puraxI]A yawA jufI]A hozI]A sn. izk QA phuNc ke mEM ikha,“mEM [us mnmohn we pErA we inSan l<B 
irhA ijh¥ mEM pNqaÂI sal pihlA iz<Qe C<d ig]a sA.”

  [uhne izkwm gNBIr ho ke ikha,“ikse murwe we pErA we inSan l<B ke kI kreMga?”

  mEM hEran ho ke pu<iC]a,“ikhfa murwa?”

  “bIqe smeM wI kbr ’c wFn qera hmnam. smA isrF iz<ko iwSa ’c jAwa hE – ]gAh vl ¥. [uh 
kwe rukwa nhIM, kwe ipCAh nhIM mufwa. ijhfa bu<Da ]mrIka qoM ]aiz]a hE [uh [uh nOjvan nhIM jo 
pNqaÂI sal pihlA iz<QoM ig]a sI.” 

  “blwev, qE¥ kI ho ig]a? izh FlsFa qUN ik<QoM is<K il]a?”

  “iZNwgI ne isKa iw<qa. smeM we vha[u we naÂ c<lo. swa vrqman ivc jI{; ]qIq nal            
iZ]awa moh na r<Ko, Biv<K bare iZ]awa ]asA na bNnHo. izhnA qoM swa wu<K imÂwa hE, hor kuJ nhIM.”
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 izh kih ke [uhne ]apxI wrw-BrI surIlI ]avaZ ivc ]apxa mn-psNw gIq Cef iw<qa -

  “nhIM l<Bxe lal gu]ace, im<tI na Prol jogI]a!” 

Some new words for you

iwSa      Direction  رُخ  

vrqman Present time  حال 

]qIq     Past time     ماضی

Biv<K    Future time   مُستقبِل
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The last passage we include here is a Ghazal by the modern Panjabi 
poet Rajinderjeet. This Ghazal has already been published in his 
book save ]ks  عکس -which has also been published in Shah ساوے 
mukhi in Pakistan.

LZl
raijNwrjIq

nHer we suNne plA iv<c Btkwe ’k<le ]sIM
BaÂwe pUrb ¥ Xuw hI ]sq ho c<le ]sIM.

Wu<p cfH ]azI qA izhnA ¥ hA isr ’qe locwe
r<iK]a CavA ¥ hux q<k TokrA Q<le ]sIM.

jo ilKe sn XuSkI]A we naÂ, prqe XuSk hI
b<wÂA we wes ¥ ijNne vI Xq G<le ]sIM.

raq sarI qair]A we v<l rihNwe Jakwe
rOSnI wI BaÂ ]Nwr ho gze J<le ]sIM.

qA hI Saizw hE slIka, sur vI hE qe hE imTas
bNsrI vAgr gze ikNnI wFa s<lHe ]sIM.
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غزل
ت

ِ ی �ج در 
ن

را�جِ
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About this booklet and its author

 

This book  is meant for the speakers of Panjabi primarily in 
West (or Pakistani) Punjab who wish to learn the Gurmukhi 
script used for writing Panjabi in East (or Indian) Punjab. It 
offers a serious analysis of the structure both the scripts, an-
ticipating the problems of the learners and offering useful 
suggestions. It does not offer any quack prescriptions but 
tried and tested methods based on his study and analysis.

The author is a native speaker of Panjabi. He got his M.A. In 
English from Panjab University, Chandigarh, and M.A. and 
Ph.D. in Linguistics from University of Manchester (UK). He 
is the author of several books and articles, including the BBC 
Hindi Urdu Bol Chaal (with Gordon Wells), Colloquial Pan-
jabi, Colloquial Panjabi 2, Panjabi: A Comprehensive Gram-
mar, Panjabi Language and Script for the Coming Panjabi 
Generations on the International Stage, and a number of pa-
pers and articles. He devoted his life to an analysis of Panja-
bi language and scripts. His belief is that a language and 
script are common to a linguistic community and must be 
kept separate from religious and sectarian considerations.

This booklet is his gift of love to the speakers of his mother 
tongue separated by barriers of an unfortunate divisive pol-
itics and script. 
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